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I-15: Roadway reduced to one lane

Between Exit 44: Jensen Road and Exit 57: Interstate 15 Business (near McAmmon). The roadway is reduced to one lane. Road construction work is in progress. Speed restrictions are in force. Speed limit 65 MPH.

From 7:00 am MDT to 6:00 pm MDT on weekdays. Until August 10, 2012.

Comment: This McAmmon Bridge Ramps project is a companion project with the McAmmon Bridge on the I-15 Business Loop.

Last updated June 17 by ITD.
CARS System Overview: Hosted Solution

- **Pittock**
  - Primary Data Center
  - Pools of public-facing modules

- **Rancho Cordova**
  - Disaster Recovery Site

- **Stratogen**
  - Pools of public-facing modules

- **Cloud 2**
  - Pools of public-facing modules

- **Verizon**
  - Phone lines
  - Speech Recognition
CARS System Overview: Modular Architecture

CARS-Hub

CARS-Web

CARS-511
CARS System Overview:
Plug and play modules

- Low-band Web
- Mobile App
- CARS Alert D
- Twitter & Facebook
- Smart 511
- Truckers’ Web
- CARS-Radio
- CARS-CCTV
- Citizen Reporting (Vox)
- CARS-DMS
CARS for Truckers

- Primary Audience: Permitting and Drivers
- Includes things like restriction-only events, weigh scales, Towing Prohibited and rest areas (coming this fall).
- Special Personalized Alerts for truckers.
- Freight-focused events not on general 511 website
- Truckers Mobile App
CARS for Truckers
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See current reports for your route

A  Enter start city or address

B  Enter end city or address

View Current Report

There are closures or blockages on ID 25, US 91.

ID 25: Road closed.
Between 1001 East Road - Perine Road and ID 55 (2 to 7 miles west of the Boise area). The road is closed. Emergency repairs are in progress.

Comment: Closed from Milepost 14.5 to Milepost 19.2, from Hunt Road to Eden.

Last updated yesterday at 7:32PM MDT by ITD.

US 91: Road closed.
Between Buxton Street and Judicial Street (Blackfoot). The road is closed.

There is a derailed train.

Comment: Milepost 100.5 in Blackfoot

Last updated today at 12:49PM MDT by ITD.
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There are closures or blockages on ID 25, US 91

ID 25: Road closed.
between 1000 East Road - Perrine Road and ID 55.
(2 to 7 miles west of the Edan area). The road is closed. Emergency repairs are in progress.

Comment: Closed from Milepost 14.3 to Milepost 19.2, from Hunt Road to Edan.
Last updated yesterday at 7:32 PM MDT by RTO.
US 95 in both directions: Bridge maintenance operations between Washington Street - Madison Street and Commerce Street (Bonneville Ferry). Bridge maintenance work is in progress. Look out for flaggers. The roadway is reduced to two lanes. Speed limit 25 MPH. Width limit 12’0”. Until September 2.

Comment: Width Restriction set at 12ft. All permitted non-receivable vehicle/loads are restricted. MUST call 208-819-3482 or 208-659-5226 to see if length can be accommodated. This project it may be possible to get wide loads through between 5:00 am - 6:00 am with a 24 hour notice. Please call one of the numbers listed above for scheduling or any questions.

Last updated August 21 by ITD.
Trucker Page - Restrictions

- Restriction-Only Events *(no longer on general 511 page)*

This… (originally on General 511 Page)

Becomes this… on the Trucker Page

And this… on the General 511 Page
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--- Current Problems ---
- Closures/Blockages
- Restriction
- Spring Break Up
- Weather Station Alert

--- Other Reports ---
- Danger
- Crash
- Weather Warning
- Traffic Delay
- Warning
- Lane Closure
- Roadwork
- Info

--- Road Conditions ---
- State: Difficulty: Good
- Public: Difficulty: Good

--- Future Reports ---

East Boise Weigh Station
I-84 - MP 86.7 Eastbound, Westbound
1 miles east of Boise
More Details
Truck Parking Cameras

- Iowa I-35 Pilot Installed cameras:
  - 9 rest area cameras
  - 5 parking-only cameras
- Multiple views per camera – still images
- Available on all website versions and mobile app
CARS for Truckers
Contact Info

- Mike Haas
  Castle Rock Associates
  mike.haas@CRC-Corp.com
  (503) 747-8352